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Introduction



Participants



Participants
Pseudonyms used for privacy



Wikimedia community



Viktoryia Prep / translate Ukrainian

Kamani Translate Tyap

Akwugo Translate Igbo

Nadra Paid translation Arabic

Oriko Paid translation Japanese

Gualterio Paid translation Spanish / French

Marisol None Spanish



WMF / WMDE staff



Abas Prep / translate Persian

David Prep / coordinate German

Nigel Prep / coordinate English

Joshua Prep / coordinate English

Remy Prep / coordinate English

Alice Prepare English

Manar Coordination of paid translators



Praise



The Translate extension is wonderful and 
with all its flaws, I still love it.

David



This is the most powerful and important 
extension for multilingual projects. It can 

be difficult to get mastery, but it really 
isnʼt that difficult to explain.

Remy



It s̓ not life or death. We have volunteers 
that will help with issues. I canʼt think of 

anything super problematic.

Joshua



Criticism



The biggest problem I have is when you 
want to edit the source material, have you 

seen these translate tags?

Abas



That is horrifying.

Abas



If I want to move something it s̓ a mess. 
It s̓ just an absolute mess.

Abas



Translatable pages



Documentation



Project management



Translation markup



User interface



Recommendations



Documentation



Offıcial documentation
MediaWiki.org



People often ask me, 
“How do I learn this translation stuff? 

Where s̓ the documentation?”

David



There s̓ no great documentation page 
unfortunately.

David



It s̓ a good first effort, and it s̓ been widely 
translated, which is why people are 

hesitant to overhaul those pages.

Nigel



They are only aiming 
at a very specific demographic.

Nigel



Not helpful for understanding how the 
extension works for those who donʼt have 

a MediaWiki background.

Remy



Move our oral and folk knowledge 
about translation extension into some 

written form.

Viktoryia



Staff tutorials





There s̓ no single stop shop currently, 
which is why people keep trying to invent 

these tutorial check lists.

Nigel



Start from absolute zero.

Remy



Just read this and you shouldnʼt 
break anything.

Remy



Those people are encountering translate 
for their first, second or third time, 

or theyʼre just in denial.

David



We had literally people that never 
looked at an edit window.

Joshua



Volunteer tutorials



I do voice notes on WhatsApp. 
Then I send to them screen recording 

on how to translate.

Akwugo



There is a list Amir gave me and he also 
shared translation tips.

Kamani



Training opportunities



There s̓ been a push to educate folks 
on wikitext in our organization. 

People really like it.

David



If a volunteer wants to become a 
translation admin, Iʼm going to make sure 

they know how it works.

Remy



As staff, they donʼt care. 
Theyʼll just give anyone the rights.

Remy



Iʼm not a translation admin because 
I forget the technical tidying. 

It s̓ dangerous to have me as an admin.

Oriko



Project management



Equitable inconvenience



We are practicing equitable 
inconvenience.

Viktoryia



This is not really true



Making it easy for translators



The job of the person preparing the page 
is to make it as easy as possible 

for the translator.

Remy



Our highest good is making sure that 
weʼre making really good use of 

translatorsʼ time.

Alice



The volunteers are the ones we 
want to appreciate and make sure their 

work is as easy as can be.

Joshua



I think of the poor translators. 
This is all goodness of their hearts and 

everybody s̓ free time.

David



Division of labor



Page administration requires lots of 
manual labor from translation 

administrators.

Viktoryia



We have one particular admin who is like 
our translation superhero.

Alice



My colleagues will write stuff for the 
internal Wiki, and I will often be the one 

to go in and translate it.

David



That s̓ why I try to increase my edits and 
engage more in translation parts of 

Wikimedia, because on Meta it s̓ helpful 
to be a translation administrator.

Nadra



 I tried to learn how to break a whole 
write up into chunks. 

I do not know how currently.

Kamani



Someone else does that. An expert.

Kamani



Managing staff and volunteers



The translation admins make sure 
the translations arenʼt horrible; that the 

markup isnʼt completely broken.

David



I signed up as a translator 
just to be aware when colleagues or new 

admins misuse notifications.

Nigel



If I come across a page with some 
imperfections in the markup, I would 

try to clean that up.

Viktoryia



If the translations already exist, I would 
clean them up as well.

Viktoryia



Marking for translation



Some pages will be in draft. 
Could be done, but the team may be still 

working on editing the page.

Nigel



This is one of the biggest issues in this 
whole process.

Nadra



Once someone has finished preparing a 
page there s̓ no button to notify a 

translation administrator.
“Please mark this page for translation.”

David



We need some way to send up a flare.

David



Cautious with notifıcations



There s̓ a built-in notification, but it pings 
thousands of people. Everyone s̓ very, very 

nervous about using it.

Nigel



There are so many updates that it would 
deluge their e-mail or talk page.

Nigel



Not all admins use this because it sends 
a notification to all the translators on the 

wiki and there are hundreds of people 
and it sounds like a lot.

Viktoryia



Weʼre all very careful with the 
notification button.

Joshua



I donʼt know who it notifies.

Remy



It is usually only used for really 
important things.

Viktoryia



Recruiting translators



Basically, the translators just appear.

Alice



For most pages weʼll add the tags, 
mark it as ready for translation, and then 

cross our fingers.

Nigel



There s̓ this volunteer who has 283,000 
edits and he s̓ the one who translates 

everything into Korean.

Remy



For more crucial pages like feature 
documentation, weʼll send an e-mail to 

the translators mailing list maybe 
once a month.

Nigel



We have a team of volunteers. We created 
a group where we would just send them 

assignments directly.

Joshua



We did a mass message requesting 
people to sign up.

Joshua



Paid Wikimedia translators



This year we had our paid translators 
do the annual plan.

Remy



Sometimes we go large with the 
translations, and sometimes we just mark 
it for translation and allow volunteers to 

decide if they have the time.

Joshua



I translated the UCoC. 
Afterward they called for translators who 

want to work with the Foundation.

Oriko



We get assigned projects. 
There are four Spanish translators. 

And at least three for French.

Gualterio



This page was part of the grant.

Nadra



Prioritized lists of pages 
to translate



Translators are frankly overwhelmed by 
the amount of work.

Viktoryia



There are lots of pages to be translated 
and no easy way to know what is most 

recent or most important.

Viktoryia



It doesnʼt tell which languages are needed 
for which pages.

Nigel



We need a prioritized lists of pages 
to translate, to make the massive piles of 

10,000+ pages less daunting.

Nigel



We donʼt do a great job of aggregating 
pages for translation.

Joshua



There s̓ no per message priority.

Abas



Editing translated pages



The cardinal rule is not to edit text 
within translation tags.

Nigel



We try to write everything from the very 
beginning so that when the page is 

marked for translation it will change only 
if there is a dire need.

Viktoryia



You really have to be very, very careful 
before allowing people to 

start translating.

Abas



Be done so youʼre not constantly 
changing the page.

David



If I went to copy this section onto a 
different page, I would lose those 

translations.

Alice



Adding translation markup can disable 
section editing for the entire page. 

Even non-translated sections.

Karen



Theoretically wonʼt happen if you did 
your markup 100% perfectly.

Karen



Edit notifıcations



It s̓ hard to get the volunteers back if there 
are changes to the page.

Joshua



There s̓ no way to ping back the people 
who have contributed to a translation and 

say, “Hey, this page was updated, 
you translated it.”

David



Echo notification for translations 
would be great.

Viktoryia



That would be huge if translators could 
subscribe to be updated on pages 

where they contributed.

Joshua



Notify me if this translation unit 
is changed.

Joshua



Importing translations



Some of my colleagues write two versions 
of the page. I have a lot of work ahead of 

me to implement properly.

David



The visual editor has been great for 
moving a Google Doc to Wiki.

Joshua



I did not use special import. I just 
copy-pasted the wikitext.

Remy



Importing a translated page is incredibly 
difficult and I donʼt want to have to 

learn how to do that.

Remy



Quality assurance



As far as quality control on volunteer 
translations, I donʼt think there s̓ 

necessarily a formal process.

Joshua



Nothing like that happens with the 
Translate extension.

David



After I skim for wikitext errors, I go to the 
history page and check that the 

contributors are known.

Nigel



We occasionally have to reach out 
to new people and say, “Hey, thanks for 

contributing. Here s̓ something you could 
have done better.”

Nigel



If we get a report that a paid translation 
was done improperly, then weʼll forward 

it to the coordinator for the program 
and she would sort it out.

Remy



We rely on the Wiki method to quality 
control the translations.

Joshua



TranslateWiki.net verifıcation



Translate Wiki has a system where you 
need to make a couple translations when 

you sign up before you get access.

Alice



To translate on Meta, I donʼt think there s̓ 
much of a hurdle.

Joshua



Translator review



It s̓ possible for translators to check the 
work of other translators, but there isnʼt 

any formal review process.

Alice



It s̓ not a step that has to be followed for 
an article to be published.

Gualterio



Translation markup



Offıcial documentation



“The extension adds a bit of overhead 
to the pages that need translation, but the 

benefits far outweigh this.”



This signifıcantly understates 
the complexity



Markup is tedious work



Adding the translation markup is much 
more complicated and harder to do than 

actually doing the translations.

Alice



The main thing is the tedium of manually 
filling in a page.

Nigel



It s̓ incredibly menial.

Remy



Iʼve spent dozens if not hundreds of hours 
staring at translate tags, which is 

abhorrent to say. Painful.

Remy



It is very, very easy to mess up.

Nigel



It is somewhat brittle because it relies on 
manual efforts to add the translation 

markup. It s̓ easy to break.

Alice



Lots of people donʼt know what a tag is.

David



People who are not familiar with 
translation tags can get scared away and 

discouraged from updating.

Viktoryia



T-vars are especially painful



The biggest pain is the T-vars. They are 
the most tedious part and what a lot of 

people will miss sometimes.

Joshua



The T-var tags are always confusing 
for newcomers.

Nigel



Okay, I think I get it. Those T-vars need 
to be unique per translate segment. 

That s̓ good for me to learn.

David



Translation variables are a thing that 
I still donʼt understand very well, 

to be honest.

Alice



Best practices aren’t 
always followed



“You donʼt need to add  <translate> tags 
to all elements.”

Official documentation



I still put my translate tags inside the 
headers. Weʼre not supposed to; 

it s̓ not best practice.

Joshua



Table markup



A complex translation markup can be 
painful if you work with tables.

Viktoryia



Tables are one of the more complex 
things to mark up because we donʼt want 

translators to waste their time doing 
all that wikitext.

Nigel



Ideally we would manually mark just the 
contents within each table cell, and that 

takes 20 minutes to go through.

Nigel



Sentence-level segmentation



The Translate extension is quite 
opinionated about how it wants you to do 

the segmentation.

Alice



You donʼt want to have too much in one 
single translation unit.

Joshua



This introduction is too much. It has 
seven sentences. This is the hard part or 

the headache for translators.

Oriko



It s̓ better to have smaller numbers of 
sentences in one chunk.

Oriko



It s̓ more bite-sized for a given translator 
who is out of the kindness of their heart 
doing this. And it also helps to match in 

the translation memory.

David



If you just do it sentence by sentence, 
then youʼre likely to hold people s̓ 

attention longer.

David



One sentence wonʼt be too small. 
It would be very okay.

Kamani



Disadvantage of smaller 
segmentation



Sometimes breaking the page into these 
small chunks prevents translators from 

perceiving it as a whole.

Viktoryia



Smaller units would make it easier, but 
would lower the quality of the translation 

in the long term.

Abas



We need to have the whole idea of the 
sentence to be able to translate 

the text properly.

Abas



The person whos̓ translating would not 
have the bigger picture.

Abas



You canʼt just crop out a single word.

Remy



Please give translators whole sentences 
whenever possible.

Viktoryia



We need to have the whole idea of the 
sentence to translate it properly. 

 Not all languages work like English.

Viktoryia



Splitting translation units



When I need to separate a section header 
from the next text, I would like to have 

some tool to make the same move for the 
translated versions of that unit.

Viktoryia



Splitting units should be easier when 
there are already a lot of existing 

translations for the page.

Viktoryia



Visual editor



I just want to make sure that it s̓ clear that 
I think visual editor integration is 

absolutely what we need.

David



That is incredibly, incredibly, incredibly 
important. 100% needed.

David



We really need the visual editor for this.

Abas



Up until a year or two ago, it wasnʼt really 
possible to use the visual editor. 

Iʼm not familiar with those changes so 
I just stick with what I know.

Nigel



Visual editor will never be able to handle 
translation markup.

Remy





Translate fırst; wikify later



I didnʼt put the code because I am not 
sure about the hyperlink.

Marisol



I would just write everything without 
any hyperlinks or any bold, and then once 

I have the page done, I will 
wikify everything.

Marisol



Error checking



If you donʼt have something wrong on 
your first try, then you are a savant with 

translation markup.

Joshua



Error messages are nowhere near as 
helpful as they could be.

David



There should be a “linting” step to check 
for errors that does not involve making 

a full-fledged edit.

David



It s̓ frustrating because you cannot figure 
out what you have to change.

Abas



It knows what you did wrong for the 
most part, doesnʼt it? It should be able to 
tell you. “Hey, did you mean to put this 

extra tag here?”

Joshua



Visual check for errors



I do a visual skim, looking for broken 
T-vars, which will usually be rendered in 

plain text on the page, or red links, or 
incorrect line breaks.

Nigel



After I publish the page, Iʼll do a ctrl-F for 
“tvar,” which would tell me if anything 

wasnʼt written properly.

Remy



It helps me to search for “translate” and 
opening and closing tags just to check if 

the numbers are the same.

Viktoryia



Automated markup



In a perfect world, I would love to not see 
this translation markup.

Alice



If I could prioritize one feature it would 
be making it easier for me to prepare 

pages for translation.

Joshua



I would love for a script to do some 
of this markup.

Joshua



There s̓ definitely space for a script, 
like a one click button. I would definitely 

use that to start the process.

Nigel



If there would be a way to do it 
automatically, I think people would 

jump for joy.

David



The fact that youʼre even asking the 
question suggests that you might not 

understand how great a cry of joy would 
come from all corners.

David



Special:PagePreparation



I do like Special:PreparePage. 
Except there s̓ just too much that it doesnʼt 

do that I donʼt even use it.

Joshua



There is a special page to prepare 
something for translation, but I don't 

believe it works very well. It just throws 
everything into a translate tag.

Remy



Special:page preparation is practically 
useless for difficult settings.

Viktoryia



Unoffıcial automation scripts



I think someone did write a script.

Joshua



Some people have written scripts over the 
years, but theyʼre kind of idiosyncratic 

and arenʼt exactly up to date.

Remy



One of my colleagues did create a script 
that did it in very rough strokes.

Nigel



I could have sworn that sometime in the 
past, one wiki or another did have a script 

that prepared a page for translation. 
I could never find it again.

David



I really should sit down and write a script 
because it s̓ absolutely doable 

in a naive way.

David







T-var markup



The difficult part is going to be T-vars 
because a lot of that markup is down to 

human judgment.

Remy



For T-vars what I do is ctrl-F and search 
for two brackets starting. So I see where 

I would need to add them.

Joshua







T-var concept





User interface



Translator view





Look at this fancy interface!

Alice



The system actually does a good job 
on the translation side. I donʼt even think 

it needs much documentation for the 
translators themselves.

Alice



The tool is amazingly powerful in terms 
of translating the page itself. I donʼt think 

there s̓ anything that can be improved. 
This is just perfect.

Remy



The interface looks amazing for a 
translator. It has tiny blocks, it is a fairly 

easy system to translate.

Viktoryia



It s̓ very easy for me to translate on 
the Meta pages.

Akwugo



Formatting toolbar



I think this is the code for a hyperlink. 
For people who donʼt know about code, 

that can be an issue.

Marisol



 I found out that new users are making 
mistakes translating on the Meta page, 

because of the codes.

Akwugo



Most people, they donʼt know 
how to do that.

Akwugo



Preview a translation unit



When I have links, I donʼt see how it will 
look when it s̓ saved. I would like to 

see this in a quicker way.

Viktoryia



I donʼt need the whole page to be edited 
visually. A preview button for one 

separate unit would be enough.

Viktoryia



Non-linear translation



It s̓ a terrible thing, but I start by 
translating short stuff. And slowly I can 

build up the willpower to get to the longer 
ones and fix them.

Abas



It s̓ better to break paragraphs into 
smaller chunks. It s̓ emotionally easier to 

translate smaller things.

Viktoryia



When I go to translate and I see a large 
chunk like this, I leave it and I go to 

smaller ones and then I translate them 
until when I have no choice.

Kamani



I do all the section titles first.

Oriko



Oftentimes Iʼll start from the bottom of 
the page. Skip to what is unique.

Oriko



Partial translation



It will make translation better on Arabic 
Wikipedia if it was like on Meta.

Nadra



On Arabic, if I want to translate from 
English, I can not use the translation tool 

if the article already exists.

Nadra



 On Wikipedia you can publish 
a partial translation but if you want to 

translate later, you cannot use the 
translation tool anymore.

Marisol



Translation memory



I really like the fact that it gives me 
suggestions for translation.

Marisol



When it s̓ used in Arabic mostly not 
working. But sometimes I think it s̓ the 

algorithms or something.

Nadra



The translations that are provided on 
the right column are not so good. 

Not so accurate.

Gualterio



For the longer paragraphs youʼre not 
going to get suggestions.

Gualterio



Translation memory is lagging.

Viktoryia



Machine translation



I think that on Commons or Wikidata, 
they should make the translation 

automatic, so that at least it will give the 
new users ideas.

Akwugo



It is really helpful to have machine 
translation. It s̓ easier just to paraphrase 

or correct the text.

Marisol



I copy the text into Google Translate.

Oriko



The tool must be handled properly. 
Editorship, writership and translatorship 

is three different tenants to master.

Oriko



I have tried to start with Google Translate 
and it takes extra time to fix.

Nadra



Centralized glossary



We need to create a searchable and 
shared glossary.

Nigel



Outside agencies donʼt understand the 
movement lingo. We had to create a 

term-based glossary for them.

Joshua



We got the glossary idea from the 
volunteers. They all have them for the 

weird Wikipedia terms.

Joshua



The term base is on Meta where the 
movement strategy and governance team 

has built this to share with many 
different languages.

Oriko



The terms are outdated and it has to be 
sortable in some way.

Viktoryia



I feel strongly about glossary. I really 
want to have a more usable way so I donʼt 

have to make my own.

Viktoryia







Individual language glossaries



There are glossaries for different things. 
Some strategic teams have their own 

translation glossaries.

Viktoryia



The largest gap with my paid translation 
work is that I cannot learn any good 

shared thesaurus.

Oriko



In Japanese Wikipedia, we have built a 
small Foundation Jargon thesaurus.

Oriko





If you can have a small dictionary 
for Wikimedia terms to seamlessly share 

with all translators and editors, that 
would be wonderful.

Oriko



The question would be who will update 
the thesaurus?

Oriko



I get a bit lazy writing down new words. 
So I just translate it without, but 
previously I record the words.

Kamani



There was a proposal last year that we 
should make a glossary for terms across 

all the main languages.

Gualterio



I would really like for us to embark 
on the glossary.

Gualterio



Contextual glossary



I wish to have an add-on to show me the 
thesaurus when I right click.

Oriko







I noticed a glossary in main interface on 
translatewiki.net. When Iʼm hovering 

over some word, it suggests for me 
to add meaning.

Viktoryia







If the suggestions referred to our 
database, that would give better matches 

in the translator interface.

Gualterio



When Iʼm unsure how to translate I just 
go to Google and translate it to Hausa. 

I translate to Yoruba and Igbo, then 
I translate it to German.

Kamani



Contextual search



If I am not familiar with a word, I use 
online tools like Context Reverso because 

it puts the words in its context.

Nadra



It s̓ important for me to have the 
context for the word.

Nadra



Sometimes I go to the particular page and 
glance through to see if I can be able to 

see something related.

Kamani



I look for the English word on Meta 
because there may be a corresponding 

article in Spanish.

Gualterio



Meta is a very powerful tool itself.

Gualterio



Disagreements on terminology



The meaning of the single term is not 
shared among languages. That s̓ where 

the misunderstanding starts. We believe 
we understand but not quite.

Oriko



I built a spreadsheet with my friend. We 
shared a translation. We had a big fight 

for how I edited her translation.

Oriko



There s̓ always disagreements, in so 
many different ways.

Abas



The word “index” is a technical part of a 
database, that s̓ literally my specialty. 

I donʼt know the name in Persian.

Abas



Talk about disagreements. Knowing my 
language, the Igbo language, our words 

are not complete yet, our vocabulary. We 
are still lacking some things.

Akwugo



Some of the controversial terms should be 
in a glossary.

Gualterio



Source language limitations



There is only one source language. 
If the original is in French it can always 

be translated only from French language 
and not anything else.

Viktoryia



Translation restrictions



It s̓ up to translation admin to decide what 
should be translated in which case, and 

the translator just follows.

Viktoryia



The translate tool is very limited.

Nadra



Top wishlist is to know how to edit the 
text based on the translation, not just 

stick to the original thing.

Nadra



I would like to use a better link 
or add a different file.

Nadra



On Meta weʼre not allowed to change the 
format. This sentence doesnʼt have any 

links at all. Which is extraordinary.

Oriko



Directionality conflict



If youʼre translating between different 
directionalities, there s̓ like a whole 

ʻnother level of complexity.

Alice



The dots goes to the right but the text 
some of it is on the left. So this was one of 

the examples that irritates me.

Nadra



I donʼt know why it appears like that. 
The translation extension doesnʼt give me 

any rights to fix this.

Nadra







Special characters



Our language uses diacritics like 
the underscore.

Kamani



What I do is to copy the letter with the 
underscore. Then I continue to copy and 

paste wherever I need it.

Kamani





Language specifıc limitations



Bold format can sometimes not work 
for a particular script. Everything would 

be bold or maybe not readable.

Joshua



There may also be some scripts where if 
they are in italics, they might not be 

readable anymore.

Joshua



Charts, graphs and diagrams



I would like to have a big button for 
“translate this image.”

Viktoryia



It s̓ a bit difficult to get the translations 
into pie charts, or graphs. Sometimes you 

want a translated timeline.

Joshua



Using the translate extension we swap it 
with another image. I could just wrap the 
name of the image and it would show up 

as its own translation unit.

Remy



You have to also add a translation note so 
that no one breaks it by accident.

Remy



I havenʼt done images. And I donʼt know 
if there is a tool for that.

Akwugo



Wikimedia Commons



Commons is a bit harder. It has three 
separate translation systems, which 
coexist. I donʼt feel comfortable with 

translating things there.

Viktoryia



I donʼt believe that Commons have any 
tools for translation.

Nadra



There is no online software that can 
transform any PDF document from Arabic 

to English.

Nadra



There was one that can directly edit PDF 
documents, but it was very pricey and 

I didnʼt try it again. For a short time 
it was like heaven.

Nadra



I donʼt use any machine translator 
on Commons.

Marisol



SVG Translate



There was a tool to edit SVG photos, but it 
was really not helpful. The Arabic text 

have no proper alignment.

Nadra



Vector image can be translated with 
the SVG translate tool, which works fine. 

But the image needs to be very 
well-structured.

Viktoryia



I can only use the SVG translate tool 
because I know where it is. 

Sometimes I Google it.

Viktoryia



Mobile translation



I mostly contribute with my mobile, 
though I have a desktop. Because of the 

internet you have on mobile.

Akwugo



Our language uses diacritics like the 
underscore there s̓ the keyboard we use 
called the African Keyboard. It is mainly 

used on smartphones.

Kamani



It s̓ quite more easy to translate with 
the smartphone.

Kamani



Weʼre generally losing on mobile.

Abas





Conclusion



Challenges / barriers when 
creating pages



Creating translatable pages

● Documentation problems

● Wikitext complexity

● Lack of support for visual editor

● Markup is tedious; minimal error checking

● No way to notify translation admin



Challenges / barriers when 
updating pages



Updating translatable pages

● Guidance against editing pages

● Wikitext / visual complexity

● Section edit bug

● No way to notify translation admin

● No update notifications for translators



Barriers preventing adoption



Barriers preventing adoption

● Wikitext complexity

● Lack of support for visual editor

● Tough to recruit paid translators in certain countries

● Mobile support? Need better analytics.

● Workarounds always exist



Recommendations



Documentation



Documentation

● Findability of documentation

● More hands-on, “how-to” documentation

● Write for a non-technical audience

● Work with community to test

● Fix some things first



Page preparation



Page preparation

● Automate page markup

● Better support for visual editor

● T-var interface for translation units

● Inline documentation

● Better error checking and tips



Communication and coordination



Communication and coordination

● Translation priority, category, and deadline

● Update notifications for translators

● Page ready notification for administrators

● Built-in translator groups

● Echo notifications and help request



Translation interface



Translation interface

● More machine translation options

● Improve translation memory accuracy

● Preview of the individual translation units

● Toolbar for visual editing

● Integrated glossary



Four key takeaways



Automation Prepare

Notifıcations Coordinate

Glossary Translate

Documentation All users



In spite of these weaknesses it still 
has its core strength to translate things 

and with all our workarounds the 
Translate extension works fine.

Viktoryia



THANK YOU
 


